F ocal self-maintaining sources called rotors have been suggested as a mechanism for atrial fibrillation (AF). [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Despite the first demonstrations of rotors driving experimental AF more than a decade ago, 2,3 clinically mapping rotors has been challenging.
the bipolar voltage histogram (Figure 1, point 3) , and that the pivot should, therefore, have higher ShEn than signals drawn from the periphery (Figure 1 , points 1 and 2).
To test this hypothesis, we studied 3 systems of rotational wavefront propagation recorded in the bipolar configuration: (1) simulated bipolar recordings in a 2-dimensional model spiral wave; (2) rotational activation in isolated rat atria recorded with a multi-electrode bipolar array; and (3) epicardial plaque recordings of induced AF in hypertensive sheep. To further test the concept, we studied ShEn distribution and its relationship to arrhythmia termination in human AF ablation cases, and evaluated the relationship between ShEn and an existing measure of signal fractionation, the complex fractionated electrogram (CFE) mean.
Methods

Computer Simulation of a Spiral Wave
To investigate EGM formation during rotating electric activity, we studied EGM characteristics in a 2-dimensional 5×5 cm atrial myocyte sheet based on Courtemanche-Ramirez-Nattel human atrial action potential kinetics. 14 Spiral waves were induced by cross-field stimulation with orthogonal planar waves.
Animal Experiments
Procedures were conducted in accordance with local guidelines, approved by the Animal Ethics Committees of the University of Adelaide and SA Pathology, Australia.
Rat Model
Rat electrophysiology studies were carried out as previously described (data in the online-only Data Supplement). 15 In brief, circus activation was induced in isolated rat atria by programmed stimulation in 12 Sprague-Dawley rats. 16 Rat electrophysiology study was performed with a multi-electrode array (0.1 mm diameter, 0.5 mm interelectrode distance; Nucleus Medical, Adelaide, Australia), which recorded 80 bipolar EGMs. EGMs were sampled at 2000 Hz and filtered from 10 to 500 Hz (Laboratory System Pro, Bard Electrophysiology). We studied sustained arrhythmias lasting >2 seconds.
Sheep Model
In sheep, we studied episodes of induced AF from the previously described 1-kidney 1-clip model of ovine hypertension. 17 Open-chest rat electrophysiology study was undertaken under general anesthesia, with a 128-electrode biatrial plaque (5-mm interelectrode distance). 17, 18 EGMs were sampled at 1000 Hz, and filtered from 30 to 500 Hz (Laboratory System Pro, Bard Electrophysiology). AF episodes lasting >20 seconds induced with rapid atrial pacing were selected for study.
Human AF Recordings
Human AF recordings were obtained from persistent AF patients (n=10) undergoing catheter ablation for symptomatic drug-refractory persistent AF before ablation. The protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Royal Adelaide Hospital. Baseline patient characteristics are provided in the Table. Patients underwent high-density biatrial mapping with a 5-spine, 20 pole catheter (1 mm electrodes, 4×4×4 mm spacing; PentaRay; Biosense-Webster).
Figure 1.
A simple example of a rotating wave is shown. The histogram is formed by binning each sample of the bipolar signal into voltage bins; 0.5 mV bins are used for the purpose of illustration in this schematic. Bipoles at positions 1 and 2 experience consistent activation direction, with narrow voltage amplitude histograms, and low Shannon entropy (ShEn). Importantly, the largest bin in the histogram is near the zero, reflecting the high proportion of signal values from near the isoelectric line. The bipole at position 3, nearest to the pivot sees a sharp local deflection (green), but secondary activity as the wavefront turns, including intermediate activity (yellow) and inverted potential (red). Signal values are binned in a broader range of voltage bins, and it consequently has a higher ShEn. February 2013 A minimum of 500 points were acquired by sequential mapping during spontaneous or induced AF before ablation. At each map site, the catheter was held stationary for 8 seconds, after fluoroscopic contact verification. Recordings were acquired at 1200 Hz, filtered from 30 to 500 Hz with locations annotated on electroanatomic maps (NavX, St Jude Medical). Complex fractionated atrial electrogram (CFAE) analysis was performed in NavX. After mapping, patients underwent circumferential pulmonary vein ablation with an end point of isolation. Ablation of the pulmonary veins was performed using a delivered power of 30 W with irrigation rates of 30 mL/min. Additional substrate modification by linear ablation (roof-line or mitral isthmus ablation) or targeting regions of CFAE was performed in patients with AF episodes persisting for >48 hours, structural heart disease or with marked left atrial dilatation (longest diameter >57 mm). The end point of substrate modification was either electrophysiologically confirmed linear conduction block, established via pacing maneuvers, or the elimination of local fractionation. Substrate modification was performed using a delivered power of 30 to 35 W with irrigation rates of 30 to 60 mL/min. Details of ShEn were not available to guide the procedure.
Signal Processing
EGM analysis was performed in a custom C++ software package (EPAS, Nucleus Medical, Adelaide). 18
Mapping of Rotational Episodes
To rapidly screen arrhythmia episodes for rotational activation, we constructed normalized voltage movies. The local normalized voltage was calculated as the absolute value of the local integral of bipolar slope in a 20 ms window, divided by the maximum voltage amplitude in a local 200 ms window, to account for signal amplitude variability throughout the recording duration (data in the online-only Data Supplement). Rotational activation was defined as circular activation within the recording region. Rotation episodes were verified with semiautomated local activation time maps, with default annotation set to bipolar peak voltage slope. The pivot was defined as the center of rotation on the first local activation time map showing circular activation. Figure 1 schematically demonstrates the determination of ShEn. The ShEn measures the distribution of signal values within the signal histogram and provides a guide to information content. ShEn was calculated in 3 steps: (1) each sample was binned according to its amplitude (0.01 mV fixed amplitude bins) into a voltage histogram;
ShEn Map Construction
(2) the relative probability density P was defined as the number of counts in an amplitude bin divided by the sum of bin counts in all bins; (3) the ShEn was defined as:
where n is the number of amplitude bins, and P is the probability of any sample falling within a particular amplitude bin. EGMs in which the signal has few states (ie, stable morphology) have a narrow distribution in the voltage histogram and low ShEn values ( Figure 1 , top panels). EGMs containing a number of different types of deflections have a broader distribution of signal values in the voltage histogram, and a higher ShEn (Figure 1 , lowest panel). We estimated the ShEn for each bipolar electrode for the whole duration of rotational activation in each of the model systems. We constructed maps of ShEn for each rotational episode. In the human AF data, we calculated ShEn for each 8-second recording.
CFAE Analysis
CFAE analysis was performed on human data using automated software to calculate the CFE-mean, a widely used clinical index of CFAE. 19 CFE-mean was calculated as previously described, with details presented in Data in the online-only Data Supplement. 19 Our settings were refractory period of 30 ms, peak-to-peak sensitivity of 0.1 mV, and duration of 10 ms. Points with poor signal-to-noise ratios were manually removed. Annotation of noise or underannotation of index signal was removed.
Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as mean±SD. Standardized scores (Shannon z score) were calculated within subjects for ShEn measurements. Linear mixed-effects regression models were used to examine the associations between standardized ShEn scores and predictor variables of interest (distance from pivot, and CFE-mean). In the animal experimental data, distance was modeled as a fixed effect, and animal and arrhythmia episode within animal as random effects. In the human AF data, we modeled CFE-mean as a fixed effect, with patient identity considered as a random effect. Statistical significance was established with 2-tailed tests at P<0.05. Statistical analyses were performed in SPSS version 19 (IBM, Armonk, NY).
Results
To investigate the spatial distribution of ShEn during rotational activation, we studied recordings of rotational activity in simulated spiral waves, isolated rat atria, and induced ovine AF.
Simulation of EGM Morphology
We first studied ShEn distribution during simulated spiral waves. Figure 2A shows the membrane voltage representation of a spiral wave, also shown in Movie I in the online-only Data Supplement. Bipolar EGMs from 3 consecutive rotations are shown. EGM morphology away from the center of rotation was stable, with a narrow distribution in the voltage histogram, and low ShEn (Figure 2A ). In these EGMs, the largest histogram bin is near the zero voltage bin and reflects the high number of signal values near the isoelectric line. The EGM from the pivot zone shows a predominantly positive deflection in activations 1, 2, as the spiral wavefront encounters the bipole from below. As the tip encounters the bipole, EGM 3 shows secondary slow intermediate activity and an inverted potential. The voltage histogram near the pivot zone has a broader distribution than the periphery. The highest ShEn occurs in the pivoting zone, with a spatial gradient observed toward the periphery (Pearson r, −0.61; P<0.001; Figure 1E ). The distance from maximum ShEn to the pivot was 2 mm. When the bipole field was calculated in the orthogonal direction, a comparable distribution of signal entropy is seen. Similar locations of maximum ShEn are identified in both representations. 
Rat Atria Experiments
The isolated rat atrial model used was similar to previously described models of circus activation. 16 Circus rotational waves were induced by programmed atrial stimulation. Periods of sustained circus tachyarrhythmia lasting >2 seconds were selected for analysis. Sustained tachyarrhythmia occurred in 7 of 12 rats, with 14 sustained circus arrhythmias identified. Arrhythmia duration was 12.2±17 seconds.
In the example, clockwise rotational wavefront propagation is seen ( Figure 3A , Movie II in the online-only Data Supplement). EGMs adjacent to the pivoting zone near the pivot show local deflections and secondary electric activity ( Figure 3B , red dotted line). Maximum ShEn is located in the region adjacent to the pivoting zone ( Figure 3B and 3D). The mean distance from maximum ShEn to the pivot was 0.8±0.7 mm. The association between ShEn and distance from the pivot zone was assessed with a mixed-effects model. There was a negative association of ShEn with increasing distance from the pivot, with a −0.59 mm (95% confidence interval [CI], −0.52 to −0.66; P<0.001; Figure 3E ) decrease in standardized ShEn with each 1 mm increase in distance from the pivot zone. When corrected for bipole spacing, there was a −0.30 (95% CI, −0.26 to −0.33) decrease in standardized ShEn with per bipole.
Ovine AF
To further evaluate bipolar EGM at rotation sites, we studied AF episodes from hypertensive sheep. In 11 sheep, we identified 22 episodes of AF sustained ≥20 seconds. We constructed normalized voltage activation movies to study AF episodes. Thirteen rotational epochs were identified. The duration of rotational epochs was 649±260 ms (4.2±1.5 cycles), with cycle length 155±24 ms. Figure 4 shows a simple case of rotational activity lasting 2 cycles. The left panel shows clockwise rotation around the plaque ( Figure 4A , Movie III in the online-only Data Supplement). The clockwise propagation of the sharp local deflection is shown with red arrow ( Figure 4B ). There is increased secondary activity near the pivot (EGM at position 3), including inverted potentials and intermediate secondary activity (dotted arrow). After the rotation stops, secondary activity is reduced, and only sharp local deflections are present. The voltage histogram for the pivot zone electrode is broader. The ShEn map shows the highest entropy associated with the pivot zone ( Figure 4D ). Figure 5 shows another sheep example demonstrating the effect of drifting rotation. Anticlockwise rotational wavefront propagation is seen to drift gradually across the plaque toward the upper left corner, before terminating after several rotations Figure 5B ). In the EGMs nearest the pivot, secondary activity is seen (dotted arrows). These EGMs have a broader voltage distribution (right panel). The mean distance from maximum ShEn to the pivot was 7±6 mm. The ShEn map is seen in the example ( Figure 5C ). The association between ShEn and distance from the pivot zone was assessed with a mixed-effects model. There was a negative association of ShEn with increasing distance from the pivot, with a −0.075 (95% CI, −0.063 to −0.087; P<0.001) decrease in standardized ShEn with each 1 mm increase in distance from the pivot zone. When corrected for bipole spacing, there was a −0.375 (95% CI, −0.32 to −0.48) decrease in standardized ShEn with per bipole.
Human AF Recordings
To further investigate ShEn, we studied the relationship between ShEn and CFE-mean, a commonly used automated measure of CFAE, in n=10 long-standing persistent AF patients undergoing catheter ablation (Table; Appendix in the online-only Data Supplement). Overall, standardized ShEn was negatively associated correlated with CFE-mean, although the association was modest, with a −10.6 ms (95% CI, −9.3 to −11.99; P<0.001) decrease in CFE-mean with each unit increase in ShEn z score. We further investigated the relationship between the top 10% of ShEn points in each case, which we inferred might be closer to any focal AF driver, and corresponding CFE-mean points. The association in this group was weaker with a −4.88 ms (95% CI, −15.7 to 6.0; P=0.375) decrease in CFE-mean with unit increase in ShEn z score. An example high ShEn map from one of these cases is shown ( Figure 6A) , with comparable CFE-mean map.
Discussion
This study uses fundamental electrophysiological properties to provide information regarding the nature of bipolar EGMs during rotational electric activation of the atria. The principal study findings are:
• Differences in bipolar EGM morphology are present during rotational electric activation between the peripheral regions and pivot regions.
• Increased ShEn is associated with bipolar EGMs associated with the pivot zone, compared with surrounding peripheral EGMs in the mapped field of view.
• In human AF data, ShEn was modestly associated with CFE-mean overall, but not at the sites of highest ShEn.
ShEn and Rotational Wavefront Activation
The bipolar EGM is a unique signal, in that wavefront direction information is embedded within signal amplitude. The pivot zone spiral waves is a special location, where the direction of wavefront propagation is maximally uncertain, referred to as the location of maximal "electrophysiological turbulence" by Winfree. 20 We postulated that spatial uncertainty of activation at the pivot is related to information uncertainty of the bipolar signal, measurable with ShEn. 13 This idea is reflected in the simulation and experimental evidence presented in the current study showing a relationship between the bipole with maximum ShEn and the pivot zone. ShEn-based mapping may, therefore, represent an alternative method for pivot identification to phase reconstruction methods based on time-delay embedding or the Hilbert transform. 21, 22 To date, few data exist regarding EGM morphology during rotational wavefront activation, with direct recording of contact bipolar EGMs. In our study, we observed EGM morphology near the pivot to consist of (1) an early sharp local deflection, secondary activity attributable to (2) inverted double split potentials, and (3) intermediate electric activity, defined as nonzero activity between these dominant sharper deflections. The inverted double split potential was first recognized in early studies of rotational activation 11, 12 and was seen in each of the model systems studied. Intermediate electric activity was also seen in each of the systems. The morphology of secondary activity varied between the systems studied. Intermediate activity was continuous in the rat and was the dominant type of secondary activity observed in the closely spaced MEA recordings. In sheep, where the bipoles were more widely spaced, a combination of inverted split potentials and intermediate activity was more commonly observed. Secondary activity may reflect slow conduction near the spiral wave tip, attributable to the maximal convex curvature of the wavefront in this region of the rotor. 23, 24 These morphological changes in the bipolar EGM near the pivot may be responsible for higher ShEn values, as the turning wavefront causes a broader distribution of signal values within the amplitude histogram. The highest ShEn was colocalized with the pivot zone in the 3 model systems of wavefront rotation studied. In simulations, this relationship was preserved when bipolar EGMs were calculated in an orthogonal direction, a property that may be important for clinical mapping.
Relationship of the ShEn Concept to CFAE
A question of clinical importance is the relationship of ShEn to existing concepts of signal fractionation and CFAE. The first descriptions of signal fractionation were in ventricular scar. 25 In AF, the CFAE concept emerged from empirical ablation studies. 26 Despite nearly a decade of research, no objective consensus regarding CFAE definition exists, 27 and an ongoing debate exists about CFAE mechanisms, 9 which may be a factor in the conflicting clinical outcomes of CFAE ablation. [27] [28] [29] Morphologically, it is apparent that there are some similarities in the visual appearance of higher ShEn signals and is seen at the pivot EGM 3. Its voltage histogram is broader. C, ShEn map shows the highest entropy at lower left corner near the pivot zone, with a spatial gradient away from the pivot zone. D, The local activation time (LAT) map for the first rotation is shown (red is early activation, purple is late activation). February 2013 fractionated signals, especially in the sheep AF data. Indeed, the one study of ShEn in AF showed a positive correlation between ShEn and visual assessment of signal fractionation. 30 In our study, a consistent but weak inverse correlation was observed between ShEn and CFE-mean. However, while ShEn measures voltage distribution in the amplitude domain, the CFE-mean is a measure of local cycle length in the time domain (as are most automated CFAE measures), a difference that may account for the weaker correlation observed between the highest ShEn points and CFE-mean.
ShEn and CFAE seem to differ in a number of respects. ShEn measures the distribution of signal voltage values. At the center of a spiral wave, the direction of the dominant deflection of the bipolar EGM may vary, as the wavefront changes direction leading to a broad distribution of signal voltage values, and high bipolar ShEn. On the other hand, existing CFAE measures rely on tagged annotation of deflections in the time domain, which may account for the differences in sites of interest identified. In our study, ShEn and an existing CFAE measure, the CFE-mean, differed significantly in terms of identified sites in patients with AF.
An intriguing possibility for investigation is using ShEn to facilitate selective CFAE targeting. Recent clinical data have suggested that a subset of CFAE with continuous electric activity, or those with alternating activity between adjacent bipoles, may be responsible for a large proportion of any clinical benefit associated with CFAE ablation. 31, 32 These EGMs are likely to be associated with high ShEn (because they contain a high proportion of nonzero continuous electric activity), suggesting that benefit associated with continuous electric activity ablation may be attributable to inadvertent targeting of high entropy sites. Prospective AF mapping studies will be required to elucidate these relationships.
Relationship to Previous Mechanistic Studies of AF
The role of rotors in AF maintenance was first established in a series of pivotal studies from the Jalifé laboratory. 2, 3 Sustained local rotors were identified, with the rotational angular frequency correlated with the fast Fourier transform dominant frequency. 3 Relatively organized EGMs were shown from within the region with the highest dominant frequency, although it was not clear that the closely spaced bipoles spanned across the spiral wave tip, where the wavefront experiences a change in direction. 3 More recent investigations have examined the role of spiral wave tip meander on EGM morphology. Umapathy et al, 33 using closely spaced pseudobipoles, showed that fractionation of bipolar EGMs was related to meander of the spiral wave tip. Zlochiver et al, 34 using a singular value decomposition approach in 2-dimensional atrial simulation rotors, demonstrated greater EGM irregularity of local pseudounipolar EGMs with local rotor meander.
However, a close inspection of EGM examples suggests that the bipolar electrodes were either a distance from or may not have spanned the pivoting region, in that a change of bipole orientation to demonstrate locations with changing wavefront direction was not seen. 33, 34 Other studies, such as those of Ashihara et al 35 and Atienza et al, 36 in which simulated widely spaced bipolar EGMs have spanned the pivot region of spiral waves, a change of bipolar EGM orientation has been seen, the hallmark of changing wavefront direction. It is this property of directional change that underlies high ShEn in the pivot zone. Localized rotor meander around the pivot zone enhances this process associated with high ShEn by increasing wavefront direction instability in the pivoting region.
Relationship to Targeted Rotor Ablation in Human AF
Recently, descriptions have been presented of targeted rotor ablation, leading to AF termination, recapitulating animal studies showing AF termination with ablation at the rotor phase singularity. [37] [38] [39] Basket catheters were used in conjunction with novel signal processing algorithms to perform phase reconstructions, allowing identification of the phase singularity as the target of ablation. 37 One possibility that may emerge is the use of ShEn-based mapping as a complementary strategy after wide-area basket mapping has been performed, to facilitate accurate pivot localization.
Limitations
The current study used bipolar recordings, which are constrained by limited spatial resolution, limiting precision of pivot zone localization. In the experimental systems used, although rotational wavefront activation was observed, it was only visible for short periods of time, perhaps because of differences in AF substrate compared to previous cholinergic AF models. It is likely that EGM features observed in our study would be preserved during longer lasting rotational episodes. A further pertinent issue for clinical mapping is that of specificity, with the possibility that other types of complex wavefront propagation (wave collisions, wave splitting, figure-of-8, and boundary effects at the spiral wave periphery) could lead to local elevations of ShEn during AF. These issues will require additional investigation.
The human AF data were also constrained by limitations, including the fact that data were obtained by sequential mapping, and that although AF maps were constructed from recordings acquired before ablation, AF termination occurred only after extensive ablation. Although rotational activation in the human data were not directly observed, it would be reasonable to infer that high ShEn regions may be associated with the pivoting zone of rotors, in some cases.
Conclusions
ShEn represents a possible approach to demonstrate differences in bipolar EGMs between the pivot and periphery at sites of rotational activation. These data potentially suggest ShEn as an objective, mechanistically based tool to assist mapping of locally stable rotors. Prospective evaluation of ShEn-based mapping is required. There was a weak but significant correlation with CFE. C, For the highest 10% of CFE-mean, the correlation between ShEn z score and CFE-mean was not statistically significant. 
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